Application of Ferroelectric Thin Films to Si Devices
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SUMMARY Characterization of silicon devices incorporating the capacitor which uses ferroelectric thin films as capacitor dielectrics is presented. As cases in point, a DRAM cell capacitor and an analog/digital silicon IC using the thin film of barium strontium titanate (Ba₉₋₁₈Sr₂TiO₃) are examined. Production and characterization of the ferroelectric thin films are also described, focusing on a Metal Organic Deposition technique and liquid source CVD.
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1. Introduction

Research and development on Si process and device technology have played an important role of the progress of ULSIs and the expansion of semiconductor industry. Taking a memory for example, recent technology evolution has enabled us to realize 256 Mb DRAM. Surpassing 256 Mb DRAM, however, a lot of complicated processing steps due to the DRAM cell structure will lead to the decrease in production yield and the increase in cost unless new technology is introduced.

Use of ferroelectric material has been attracted attention as a major breakthrough in DRAM technology, with which 1 Gb DRAM is considered to come out from a laboratory by the end of this century [1]. In addition to the application for high-density DRAM cell capacitors, efforts for the exploitation of ferroelectric thin films have been extended to nonvolatile memories [2], metal-ferroelectric-semiconductor devices [3], and integrated bypass capacitors [4], utilizing the features of ferroelectric thin films.

This paper presents our results of production and characterization of ferroelectric thin films, especially the thin film of barium strontium titanate (Ba₉₋₁₈Sr₂TiO₃, hereafter BST), and the characterization of Si devices on which BST capacitors are formed [5]. It should be mentioned that throughout this paper the term "ferroelectric" is used for describing these films even though the hysteresis characteristics provided by spontaneous polarization are not utilized in our devices described later.

2. Preparation of Ferroelectric Thin Films

2.1 Metal Organic Deposition

There are several ways of depositing ferroelectric thin films [6]: sputtering, spin-coating, laser ablation, CVD, etc. All of these methods are now evolving technologically and finding applications in such a wide range of disciplines that it is quite difficult to accurately compare the merits of each system.

At present we employ the conventional spin-on technique, which is called Metal Organic Deposition (hereafter MOD) technique [7], using a mixture of metal alkoxides corresponding to the required ferroelectric thin films. In this deposition process, spin-coating, drying, and sintering are involved, respectively. A photo-resist spinner is usually used for the spin-coating, which promotes the lower deposition cost. The drying process affords the decomposition of residual organics, while the sintering process is carried out for crystallization of the films.

With this technique, strict stoichiometric control of the thin films can be obtained by using a homogeneous mixture of metal alkoxides, each of which has a precisely controlled composition of an individual metal. Currently we make use of newly developed alcohol-based precursors, since the stability of the organometallic compounds has a crucial effect on the spin-coating process and the drying process (i.e. the thermal decomposition process) [8].

The dependence of the lattice constant of the fabricated our BST film on the composition of Sr are
shown in Fig. 1 [9], where the film is deposited on Pt/Ti electrode and annealed in O\textsubscript{2} at 1023 K for an hour. It should be noted that the lattice constant changes in almost the same manner as bulk ceramics [10] shown in Fig. 1. Increasing the Sr content of BST, the phase transition of BST from tetragonal to cubic occurs at the Sr composition of 0.3, where the dielectric constant takes the maximum value as large as 500, which is almost the same as the bulk ceramics, too [10]. These results suggest that the BST film grown by this MOD technique has similar quality as the bulk ceramics in terms of crystallographic and electrical characteristics [9].

2.2 Liquid Source CVD

CVD, especially MOCVD [6] is well-known as a suitable deposition technique for good step coverage, which is needed for future DRAMs. On the other hand, these reported MOCVD processes require several chemical sources and complicated control for their mixture synthesis.

Liquid source CVD (hereafter LSCVD) is a notable thin film deposition technique, which is a combination of some of the advantages of CVD and the convenience of MOD [11], [12]. It may be inappropriate to include LSCVD in the family of CVD methods because the source materials, reaction temperatures, etc. are considerably different than what are normally accepted as standard CVD conditions.

Figure 2 shows the schematic setup of LSCVD machine. A mist of stoichiometrically correct compound liquids, which is generated by an atomizer manifold, is injected into a vacuum chamber, together with an inert carrier gas, and the mist is distributed evenly over a rotating substrate inside the chamber. After that, a drying step is used to evaporate the organic compounds, and high temperature furnace annealing is required to crystallize the films.

This technique achieves the film cleanliness of vacuum deposition, high flexibility in controlling the film stoichiometry by changing the composition of liquid sources, and good step coverage shown in Fig. 3, which is the result of depositing a 50 nm film of BST on Pt by LSCVD. Figure 3 also shows the capability of preparing a ferroelectric thin film having a thickness of less than 50 nm, which will be required for gigabit DRAMs. These advantages strongly suggest the usefulness of LSCVD for future ULSI DRAMs.

3. Ferroelectric Capacitor for Integrated Circuit Devices

3.1 The DRAM Cell

As mentioned above, complicated three dimensional cell structures have been incorporated into ULSI DRAMs in order to keep sufficient storage capacitance in the small memory cell area [13]. By using a ferroelectric thin film as a dielectric of the DRAM cell capacitor, simple cell structure can be expected to be useful for the ULSI DRAMs, even for 1 Gb DRAM.

For example, the cross-sectional view of the BST DRAM cell is shown in Fig. 4. Use of the BST film
with high-dielectric constant allows to incorporate the planar-type single stacked structure into the ULSI DRAM storage capacitor. The buried polysilicon plug between silicon substrate and storage node is also used for keeping the planar-type structure.

The DRAM cell capacitor has been fabricated using the $\text{Ba}_{0.2}\text{Sr}_{0.8}\text{TiO}_3$ film as the capacitor dielectric and the Pt/TiN/Ti electrode as the storage node. The thickness of the $\text{Ba}_{0.2}\text{Sr}_{0.8}\text{TiO}_3$ film prepared by the MOD technique was 140 nm, which means the equivalent $\text{SiO}_2$ thickness is as thin as 1.3 nm. It is generally recognized that very thin films (e.g., the BST film which is on the order of 0.1 nm in equivalent $\text{SiO}_2$ thickness) is demanded for 1 Gb DRAM and beyond, which will be realized by the further development of film deposition technique, such as LSCVD [11], [12].

The leakage current characteristics of the fabricated cell capacitor are shown in Fig. 5. The leakage current is decreased down to $2 \times 10^{-9} \text{ A/cm}^2$ under a supply voltage of 3.3 V, which is low enough to realize the low-power and the high-density DRAMs. The TDDDB (Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown) characteristics of the fabricated cell capacitor are shown in Fig. 6. The lifetime to breakdown of the cell capacitor is concluded to be over 100 years even under a stress voltage of 5 V. These preliminary results indicate the potential of the ferroelectric thin films for the DRAM cell capacitor.

### 3.2 The Integrated Bypass Capacitor

Bypass capacitors are usually mounted on printed circuit boards with Si/GaAs ICs. If the bypass capacitor, which must have a large capacitance on the order of hundreds pF, can be formed inside an IC chip of normal size, the supply voltage will be effectively stabilized, resulting in the reduction of electric noise. Reduction of external pins of the IC package and flexibility of the layout of the printed circuit boards will be also expected. Ferroelectric bypass capacitors can be formed in the normal IC chip, though the conventional semiconductor technology requires a large area for fabricating bypass capacitors due to the small dielectric constants of the dielectrics used (i.e., $\text{SiN}$ or $\text{SiO}_2$) [4].

In order to investigate the effects of integrated bypass capacitor, we have experimentally fabricated an analog/digital Si IC which integrates about 3800 transistors, and a ferroelectric capacitor whose dielectric was $\text{Ba}_{0.2}\text{Sr}_{0.8}\text{TiO}_3$. Figure 7 shows the top view of the IC chip, where the BST bypass capacitor is placed in the left side of the chip. The capacitance of this integrated BST capacitor was 1400 pF. The analog/digital Si IC with a $\text{SiO}_2$ bypass capacitor instead of the BST bypass capacitor was also fabricated as a reference.

Comparing the waveforms of the supply voltages shown in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), high-frequency electric
works as a high-frequency noise suppression filter. The electrical characteristics of this BST bypass capacitor, such as leakage current, TDDB, etc., are considered to be on a level with those of the BST DRAM cell capacitor described earlier, which will ensure the reliability of the bypass capacitor.

4. Conclusion

The validity of integrating ferroelectric thin films on Si devices has been presented. Use of the ferroelectric thin film for the DRAM cell capacitor is expected to be the promising way of realizing the ULSI DRAMs, especially beyond 1 Gb DRAM [1]. Concerning the integrated bypass capacitors, this idea will be widely accepted in order to suppress the electric noise from signal processors, which now becomes serious concern among digital equipment. It should be noted that the above-mentioned devices utilize high-dielectric nature of ferroelectric thin films.

In addition, application of the hysteresis characteristics of the ferroelectric thin films has been attracted attention for creating various semiconductor devices such as nonvolatile memories (ferroelectric memories), which will replace present memory devices in the future [2]. This also indicates the validity of using these films in semiconductor devices.

In conclusion, ferroelectric thin film process/device technology will play a leading role in ULSI technologies in the future, in connection with the quarter micron Si process and device technology.
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